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1. Introduction 

The aim of this article is to pr自己ntan introductory argument in order to open a broader 

study with the central question: how could a teacher survive crises through one's education? 

Once this interest has been expressed， several questions will be presented: Who is a teacher 

you are talking about? Is education a mere tool for survival? Why do you take up the issue of 

t巴acher's education first， rather than studentsラ education?These questions will be addressed 

in the process as the initial concem evolves. In order to begin the process， this paper focuses 

on two questions: Why does the survival and education of a teacher ma町民 above all? If it 

does matter， what kinds of study are needed to excavate possibilities for teacher education in 

a state of crisis? 

2. Teachers' Crises and Education 

Teachers historically had a ‘respected place' in Japanese society (Lee et al吋 1998，170). As 

long as this historical position is secured， teachers' survival does not need to be put into the 

focus. Likewise， teacher education would not be scrutinized because it was expected to 

produce conventional teachers in the same manner as before. Over the decades， howeverラ this

has not been the case in Japan. Kudomi refers to the 1990s as an ‘Era of Hardship' for 

Japanese teachers (Kudomi， 1991，69).百1ISらhardship'is related to teachers今 survivalin two 

ways. First， professional identities were endangered. Asanuma and Sato cautioned against 'a 

professional identity crisis' of teachers (Sato and Asanuma， 2000， 126). Sato argued that 

teachers no longer teach students， but are rather public servants who provid巴 educational

services， having to focus on satisfシingthe demands of parents as wel1 as of students (Sato， 

1992， 161). Teachers are forced to spend， on average， more than half of their working time， 

which is growing， dealing with ‘peripheral jobs'， such as trivial paper work and committee 

meetings (Sato and Asanuma， 2000， 128). Gordon agrees that teachers in Japan have 

struggled in the midst of socioeconomic changes:‘Traditional values of respect for schooling 

and teachers'ヲ inparticular， 'have faded into a consumer-oriented demand for schooling' 

(Gordon， 2005， 459). Fujita states that‘many teachers have become confused trying to make 

sense of their roles and lost confidence in being teachersラ intellectualsand role models for 
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children' as a result of 'relentless attack from various stakeholders since the 1980ピ(Fujita，

2007， 50). These studies indicate that teachers are， either as individual practitioners of 

education or as individuals that form an occupational category as a whole， striving for 

survival. 

The other survival they are facing is biological one. Kudomi mentions that the‘hardship' 

is not only a 'wide disorder' in the c1assrooms， but adds that‘e油 austion'is found among 

teachers (Kudomi， 1991， 69). While the former relates to the severity of teachers' 

professional challenges， the latter indicates that teachers' personallives are threatened by the 

problems with which they are struggling. Kudomi lists several symptoms of ‘exhaustion' ， 

symptoms that became evident in his research: high rates of il1ness， a continuously 

increasing number of mental disorders， a high rate of 'bumout¥early retirement， or quitting 

the job despite the bene伽 ofthe long-term employment system (ibid). A similar sense of 

、油austion'or mental fatigue among teachers is also found in research by Yamaguchi et al. 

(Yamaguchi et al.， 2000， 2-3). They conc1ude that cases of ‘mental illness' spread among 

school teachers and is ‘deeply rootedラ inthe peculiarity and intricacy of school culture: thus， 

these symptoms are not avoidable only by means of teachers' individual efforts， such as 

change of a state of mind， enthusiasm， or sense of mission (10). Ochi and Shiba also 

acknowledge that‘mental i1lness' among teachers is becoming a severe social problem (Ochi 

and Shiba， 2000， 27). Studying the relationship between teachers' beliefs/ideals and 

‘bumout' symptoms， they point out that the organizational or semantic context has a wider 

impact on the occurrence of 'bumout' syndrome， compared with that of complexity of tasks 

or responsibility for students (20). Thus， th巴yinsist that the issue ofteachersヲ‘mentalillness' 

is not to be attributed to personal inability， such as adjusting oneself to the profession (27). 

The facts and analyses shown in these studies caution that， at least for a decade， teachers in 

Japan have been fought to survive， not only for their professional standing， but also for their 

personallives， or even a biological needs.1 

The depth ofthis struggle seems to be addressed， to a certain degree， by the administrative 

side. In 2010， in a White Paper， Japan's Ministry of Education2 mentioned that the number 

ofteachers who have contracted mental illnesses has been increasing for past ten years. Thusラ

there is ‘a severe problem¥3 

If teachers' survival， either professional or personalラ doesmatter， what could be done to 

al1eviate their suffering， and enhance their well-being? One of the direct associ 
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nothing wrong with responding to the issue泊 theway stated in the White Paper. At the same 

time， however， ifthe severity ofthe problem is deeply connected with the cu1ture ofteaching 

profession itself， as Kudomi， Yamaguchi， Ochi and other co-researchers excavate， it is 

necessary to rethink the nature of teaching仕oma broader context. That is to say， the issue 

should be examined by addressing questions such as: Who are the teachers? What do 

teachers do? Why are teachers' lives imperiled， as they engage with their professional 

culture? Here， these questions show why teacher education is at stake because they shall be 

pursued. What sort of teachers are people trying to becomeラ oractually becoming? What do 

teachers hope for their profession? What risks and fears do they face?百lesequ邸 tionsare 

mirrored in teacher education: they raise the issues of becoming a teacher， and the realities 

and expectations for life as a teacher. 

百leJapanese Ministry of Education， however， does not seem to consider the survival of 

the teacher to be a matter of teacher education. Its emphasis is， rather， on the ‘improvement 

of [the] quality of teachers (わlouinno sisitsu koujou)' (Intemational Reading Association， 

2008， 60). According to the Ministry，‘[t]he success or failure of school education to a large 

degree depends on the quality and abilities of teachers¥5 It is legitimate to assume that the 

‘improvement of [the] quality of teachers' would mak巴schoolswork more effectively and 

smoothly， and that would help them to not only meet students' and parentsヲ expectations，but 

also improve teachers' own professional confidence. Nevertheless， one discussion topic， with 

respect to the relationship between teaches' survival and education， is: If a teacher's 

predicament is something structural， rather than the mere resu1t of unmet teaching qualities， 

is there any danger that the above approach puts more pressures on teachers thus aggravating 

their suffering? In other words， what is meant by ‘quality of teachers' in advocacy， or the 

improvement of it? Is it relevant to make a difference to the endangered lives of teachers， 

both in and outside ofthe c1assroom? 

In order to examine the extent to which the emphasis on the ‘quality ofteachers' relates to 

their surviving an uneasy path， two dominant approaches are highlighted， which have been 

discussed in the current literature on education reforrn: revising the system an 
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analyses suggest that there is a common feeling among advocacates (academics， teacher 

e吋du凶ca鉱toぽrs民， and citizens) for the six-year teacher仕aωm凶m昭g:t白he可yb恥eli恥i記ev刊et白ha飢tfcおouぽrryears are not 

巴noughtωopr犯巴pa訂rewen.舟a幻ined，respectable professionals (Sakuma， 2009， 22; Yasuhiko， 2010， 

6・7;Miwa， 2010ラ 13・14).

Yet， there is a different approach to theらimprovementof the quality of teachers'. This 

approach is most evident in the introduction of the teacher certification renewal system 

(TCRS)， which went into effect in 2009.7百1巴legalbasis of TCRS is the Revised Teachers' 

License Law， which was enacted in 2007. The law requires a total 30 hours of training， 

intended most1y for in-service teachersラ torenew their certificates and keep their va1idity. 

The pu中oseof introducing TCRS was ‘[t]o ensure that teachers systematically配 quire

up-to-date knowledge and skills in order to maintain the professional competencies 

necessary for today's educators， teach with confidence and pride， and gain public respect and 

trust' (Jimbo et. al， 2008， 23). It seems to be true that， in this fast-paced and multi-valued 

society， 'up-to-date knowledge and skills' could be helpful for teachers to professionally 

engage with competence and dignity. In terms of access to ICT， for example， this system may 

have a point to a certain degree. 

百lesetwo approaches seem to oppose one another， as the former focuses on pre-service 

teacher仕ainingand the latter on in-service. This dichotomy might be strengthened because 

each position is supported by one ofthe two major competing parties in the current Japanese 

political scene respectively. Which approach， then， could ensure recapturing teachers' lost 

identities and prevent them from having a harmed life? This is not an either-or question 

These two approaches have the same intemal logic: they汀Yto change education by 

improving the quality of teachers without tackling with the existing culture of schools and 

teachers. For one， a six-year teacher training programme is aimed at qualifシingrecruits， 

ready for the fight in the battlefield called the c1assroom. TCRS works toward recharging 

experienced (tired) teachers and raising the efficiency oftheir performance. In both efforts， it 

is common to seek better performance， not a change of， or reconsideration on， the structure 

and culture in which teachers are forced to muddle. In this sense， tea 

3. Two Schoolings of Teachers 

Therefore， a question emerges: how could such a re-examination ofthe structural or cultural 

framework be possible? In an essay exploring the possibility of an altemative engagement 

with teaching and learningラ PaulStandish recognizes the conventional understanding of 
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educational practice and reasoning as a ‘closed economyララ whichis his term (Standish， 2005， 

54). It is a mode of living in which every interaction is counted and measured by a logic of 

exchange (ibidふThosewho relate to educational institutions， in which leaming outcomes 

are becoming the central concems， would recogni国 familiarin the following description: 

Quality assurance is facilitated by the fact that what the teachers and the leamers are 

required to do will be fully specified; the success in achieving the course objectives is 

transparent to scrutiny， providing clear measures of performance and means of 

comparison with rival institutions (ibidふ

On the con回 .ry，加 open-endedapproach (55) implies an inexhaustible aspect of education. 

Standish characterizes such aspects as open or unpredictable， and， hence， s仕ange，

possibilities (62): this is the receptivity to an intense moment when the unpredictable 

fascinations of leaming suddenly flows out (67).百leseattributes explain why Standish calls 

the altemative economy in education as ‘the economy of excess' (62)， which signifies a 

sphere b巴yond‘regimesof performativity' (70). If this alteIτlative economy contains 

bearings on teacher education， which would巴nablethe structural and existential examination 

of their predicament， how do such implications look ? ln another essay， Standish discusses 

the notion of‘uncommon schooling' in contrast with conventional practices in schools 

(Standishヲ2006，150). The essay examines the notion of ‘uncommon schools' found in H. D. 

Thoreau's助 lden.As hinted at泊 StanleyCavell's commentary， The Sensω of f拘lden，

Standish clarifies educational implications in Thoreau's enterprise. Walden was written， 

according to its authorラsstatement， in response to his neighbors' concems on the ‘economy' 

(146). Yet， Thoreau carefully experimented， using economical terms ironically and thus 

successfully， showed different implications that the word ‘economy' usually denotes in 

familiar territory (151). 

A comparison of (common) schooling and uncommon schooling parallels that of a closed 

economy and open-ended approach to economy in education. It is acceptable to say that the 

degree to which the closed economy govems practices of schooling is widening and 

strengthening. In that sense， if one tries to seek any example or experiment beyond the 

dominance of such economyヲ itshall be called ‘uncommon¥According to Cavell and 

Standish， 'uncommon schooling' is characterized by the acquisition of 'father-tongue' (ibidふ

The term appeared originally in Walden， and Cavell and Standish pay attention to it， with 

respect to education and language. ln Thoreau's own words， fath巴r-tongueis a ‘reserved and 

selected expression， too significant to be heard by the ear， which must be bom again in order 

to speak' (百lOreau，1997，93).8 Standish says: 
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As we grow up we inevitably leam to speak: we acquire our mother-tongue. This is our 

common schooling， 0ぽ schooling也tocommunity. But we need later to acquire the 

‘father-tongue' (Standish， 2006， 150). 

In the above passage， the acquisition of mother-tongue reminds us of the p山poseof 

pre-service teacher training， either with the traditional four-year curriculum or with the 

prospective six司 yearprogramme. Regardless of length， the process is oriented towards 

initiation into the community， more specifically. 1n other words， the process is designated for 

students to leam mother同 tongueas teachers， how to speak as one and make sense of oneself 

in the teachers' community or school culture. Aimed at the better functioning ofteachers in a 

community as a fixed entity， in-service training helps current teachers to become better 

speakers. Leaming to speak a ‘reserved and selected expression' is unweIcome and out of 

place in a training where people ar巴guidedto speak convincingly and perform effectively in 

the conventional sense. Uncommon schooling for prospective or on-the-scene teachers might 

instead cast a fresh light on the necessity and potency ofreconsidering the context or culture. 

It may threaten the present framework of teacher education， blurring出edichotomies of 

pre-service and in-service training， efficient and ine釘icientteachers， and qualified and 

unqualified teachers.百lIsassumption tries to cap加re，as Standish claims， the possibility that 

leamers~in the case of teacher education， teachers or student teachers~go beyond， or step 

back from， the existing supposition and given course of study. 

4. Voices of Teachers 

Some might wonder: if the ongoing argument about in・andpre-叩 rviceteacher training， 

from a Standish's point of view， is marked by the acquisition of， or upgrade in， 

mother-tongueラhowcould one describe another dimension ofteacher education， with a focus 

on leaning of， or a ‘rebirth' to speak， father-tongue? 1t is heJpful to pay 副 entionto the notion 

of voice， which is emphasiz吋泊 answeringthe question. Fulford sees firm connections 

between father-tongue and (recovery of) voice. Calling for a careful re-questioning of 

writing企ames，which became fairly popuJar in writing classes at universities in U.K.， she 

points out a danger of suffocating students' voices by imposing not only ideas on how to 

write but also on what to write: 

Writing企ames，particularly in their most prescriptive forms， may well deny the student 

voice that they aim to facilitate because they stifle possibilities of thought， in content as 

well as structure (Fulfordラ2009，233・234).

Instead of such instructions of a repressive kind， Ful仕ordsees a necessity of some sort of 
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guidance to‘father tongue' (234). This depends on her conception ofthe relationship， which 

is stated as follows: 

Although the contrast in Thoreau is between spoken language ofthe mother tongue創ld

the father tongue typified by the written word (the ‘maωrity and experience' of our use 

of language)，白ldingone's voice is akin to activating the father tongue (233). 

The process of writing as that of ‘finding one's voice' here is tantamount to‘deconformity ， 

or‘the aversion of conformity' (Fulford， 2009， 231; Cavell， 1996， 66)，凶 asense that it is a 

move away from a fixed state ofthinking. Thus， fmding the voiee， or the ‘recovery (Fulford， 

2009，231)' ofit泊 acase where one has been in chronic denial of it， becomes th巴keyissue 

when an open-ended approach to education is to be probed. With regard to this， the notion of 

voice may have bearings on teacher education. rf teacher education is confined with 

initiation into， and affmnation of， the existing culture， it would stifle teachers'‘possibi lities 

of thought， in content as well as structure¥The acquisition of voice is at stake when teachers 

try to re-see what they are doing and speaking. 

1n clarifシingthe significance of voice in education with Cavellラsphilosophical and 

educational theme called Emersonian Moral Perfectionism， 9 Standish fmds ambiguous 

connotations that仕lenotion of voice may bring. On the one hand， he is sure that‘[t]ypically 

the celebration ofvoice has to do with self-expression， with a kind offinding of oneself， with 

recognition and acknowledgem巴n1'(Standish， 2004， 92). Therefore，‘it is difficult not to 

think that something important is at stake， especially in the face of the normaJising 

tendencies that proliferate in education' (ibidふOnthe other hand， however， he cautions that 

‘there is an unsteadiness in the term' (ibidふThefact that the term is so often degenerated 

into‘the emotive expressions' is， according to Standish， one of the reasons that we have to 

be cautious (ibidふ

Here， the force of commoditization (mostly with self-help sentimentalization， in this case) 

of the closed economy would soon take over出eattempts to reconsider its regime合om

outside. Fulford shares the anxiety: voice in the classroom is easily reduced to‘opinions of 

the customer'，‘participation in classroom discussion'， or‘personal development portfolio'， 

which often leans toward ‘narcissism and a limited view of the individual as self-contained' 

(Fulford， 2009， 227). AII of such quick incorporation into conventional， hence comfortabl巳，

discourse would reinforce the existing cuJture of teaching and leaming， instead of changing it. 

So， what can be done in the face of the brutal but shrewd tide of impoverishment， which 

undermines learners' (and teachers') voices as welJ as studies on voice? 

With regard 
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an inclination toward Cavell's approach to voice. Secondラ theytake up Cavell's reading of 

film as an example of the investigation: Stella Dallωin Standish and Gasl忽htin Fulford. 

Third， these titles are from the genre of (what Cavell calls)‘melodrama of unknown woman¥ 

Fourth， they pay attention to the ending of each film at the concluding section oftheir papers. 

Standish comes to the idea of receptivity and acknowledgement， by reading aversion仕om

Hollywood ending (Standish， 2004ラ 105).Fulford emphasizes the recovery of expressiveness 

and continuity of its process， by listening to the final conversations between protagonists 

(Fulford， 2009， 235). Each film shows the heroine's voicelessness and， as stories evolve， 

indicates a recovery ofher own voice. Drawing upon Cavell's reading， each study carefully 

follows a transfiguration， or conv巴rsion，which the heroine went through. In the case of 

Stella Dallα's， Stella's taste was left unacknowledged by her husband， Stephan. After 

divorcing Stella， Stephan remarried Mrs. Morrison. lronically， it was Mrs. Morrison with 

whom Stella can communicate through加tuitionand behaviors. ln Gωlight， Paula had been 

denied her thoughts and voice by her husband， Gregory， and eventually r巴covered企om血e

crises through the conversation with Cameron the detective. The sequence of the woman's 

experience is analogous with a drama of denial (or withholding) and， in time， the restarting 

ofher learning and education (Cavell， 2004， 114). 

5. A Figure of a Teacher in Emersonian Moral Perfectionism 

Our 副 entionmay be drawn， by our original interest， to a question: What about their 

t巴acher'svoic久 ina shade of a heroine's search for hers? What is the nature of Cameron's 

voice in his investigation around Paula? What happened to Mrs. Morrison's voice when she 

talked to Stella? lfthese women's joumeys were connected by their education， would it not 

be possible to find some educational experience shared by their interlocutors' sid巴?These 

are questions about teacher education. Some may argue， howev巴r，that their associations are 

akin to企iendshipthan a teacher-student relationship. This perception helps us to go forward 

in the inquiry， rather than go backward. ln Emersonian Moral Perfectionism， the process of 

transfiguration or conversion， or that of education， is characterized by one's relationship with 

a friend. In the introduction of The Cωiμti附ε白s~ザf恥r油ゐ仇ラ W叫hi凶chc∞ons山 ts0ぱfi凶n凶附t臼町e釘rv.阿w再町10肝Vεα叩nchapters 0∞ n 

philosophers (0町rliterary figures) and on films， Cavell states that there are ‘two dominating 

themes of perfectionism' (Cavell， 2004， 26). His exposition of the two indicates how 

Emersonian Perfectionism closely relates to the subject of education of the self， as well as 

that of education witruもya仕iend.

The frrst theme is that the human self-confined by itself， as戸時 towarditselι-is 

always becoming， as on a joumey， always partially in a future state. This joumey is 

described as education or cultivation (ibidふ
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百lesecond dominating theme is that the other to whom I can use the words 1 discover in 

which to express myself is the Friend-a figure that may occur as the goal of the joumey 

but also as its instigation and accompaniment. Any moral outlook . . . will accord weight 

to the value of企iendship.But only perfectionism， as 1 understand it， places so absolute a 

value on this relationship. The present of friendship in the films we will consider 

(including the sometimes drastic lack of this relation in出emelodramas) is of the most 

specific importance in 郎防blishingthem as perfectionist narratives (27). 

As stated above， the journey of the self is inclined to， and instigated by， a friend. The 

appearance of a friend characterizes a path， which Cavell recounts as that of ‘becoming¥and 

‘education or cultivation¥Standish comments on the implied connection of企iendand 

teacher: 

百leleamer progressively find herself in the ways that the texts might come to word her， 

in a relationship that extends to， and is ret1ected back from， her teachers.百leteacher and 

the text alike， presenting to her some possibility of becoming and offering the example of 

a next self to which she might aspire， have then this friend-like relation to the leamer 

(Standish，2004，104). 

In Cavell and Standish， a figure of a企iendis tantamount to a picture of a teacher. Tf it is not 

for such a figure， one cannot be driven to leave the status quo， or hinted at the availability of 

a next step. A question is: why do they not simply cal1 such a figure as a teacher， rather than a 

耐end?They would respond， I assume，出atit is solely because a teacher in perfectionism is 

not that of a common school， but uncommon. The use of the term ‘friend'， they would 

continue， demonstrates how a teacher in uncommon schooling performs differently， unlike 

teachers who tends to be coerced to focus on the role of transmitting skills and ideas to 

pupils in a one-sided way. 

Retuming to our initial question， then， how could the picture of education with/by a企iend

indicate the path ofteachers' survival? At this point， one fact shall be recalled. Cavell stated 

that企iendshipshown in the films has ‘the most specific impo此ance'in what makes these 

works su吋ectsof studies of perfectionism (27). As mentioned earlier， Standish叩 dFulford 

took up the films in a genre called melodrama of an unknown woman. In Cavell's study of 

film， there are two genres: melodrama and remarriage comedies.1O Unlike classical comedies， 

which mostly describes ‘a young pair's efforts to overcome an obstacle and to get together in 

something called marriage' (Cavell， 1990， 103)， remarriag巴 comedyis concerned with ‘a 

somewhat older pair's efforts to overcome a threatened divorce (say an inner obstacle to the 
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marriage) and to get together agαin， back together' (ibid. [original emphasis]). In pointing 

out that the wedding ofthe pair is never shown in the films ofthis genre (except ones that are 

parodied， subvertedラ orinterrupted) in this genre's films， Cavell stresses: it reflects the idea 

that‘what constitutes marriage lies not， as it were， outside of marriage (in church， state， 

sexual satisfaction， or the promise of children) but in the willingness for marriage itself， for 

repeating the acknowledgement of the fact of it' (104). It seemsヲ hecontinues，‘as if all 

genuine marriage is remarriage' (ibidふInthese films， in the process of such continual 

acknowledgement， the pair constitutes 'a state of conv巴rsation'(ibidふThemelodrama of an 

unknown woman， on the contrary，‘negates this possibility of conversation between a woman 

and the men there arlピ(105).

6. An Acquisition and Reacquisition of Voice 

As we have seen， heroin巴sin this genre find their interlocutors outside of their marital 

relationships. It is legitimate to say that the husbands in remarriage comedies play a role of 

interlocutors in melodrama (e.g. Cameron for Paula)， namely that of企iendas well as teacher. 

A question of teacher education occurs: what kind of education has been taken place at the 

husband's side when the pairs is engaged in conversation? According to Cavell， any outside 

factors cannot define and guarantee how such education happens and keeps happening. Only 

willingness to acknowledge and continually provoke makes their conversation possible.百lIs

by no means suggests that teacher education shall be attribut巴dto a t巴acher's individual and 

spontaneous efforts. Rather， it shall be emphasized that， in conversation， a willingness and 

acknowledgement ofit are realized through one's engagement as voicing. 

This suggests a correlation between the topic of marriage in Cavell's study of 

perfectionism and the issue of acquisition of voice， with respect to our interest and question 

about teacher education. Ifteacher education， as we have argued， does not conform to a fixed 

state of school culture but is a process that includes reclaiming one's own viewpoint to 

question the culture， it is considered to be a process of acquiring one's own voice. A 

teacher's willingness to converse with her students， colleaguesラ andneighbours， and to 

acknowledgement of this， ensure her conduct and quality as a teacher. As 'all genuine 

marriage is remarriage'， all genuine acquisition of voice is a reacquisition. In light of this， 

conventional dichotomies of pre・andin-service teacher education become lose their focus. 

Pre-service teacher education has generally been considered merely as preparation and 

initiation into the existing school culture. In-service teacher training tend to be treated as a 

tool for maximization of on-the-job efforts. Although they share the same goal of 

maintaining the existing teacher culture， pundits and policymakers argue over their priorities 

(i.e.， which should come first). With regard to the connections between pre圃 andin-service 

education， people's concems are， at best， about the smoother transition企omthe one to the 
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other. In CaveIJian teacher education， the acquisition of voice is always accompanied with a 

future struggle for th巴reacquisitionof voice. Any teacherヲ eitherprospective or experienced， 

cannot be exempted. This solemn fact， however， does not suffocate a teacher， but rather 

might bring a refreshing space to step back and take a breath in the course of the busy daily 

conduct. In Perfectionist teacher education， neither巴xtendingpre-service education nor 

strengthening in-service training is prioritized. Instead， reconsideration of their teachers' 

daily conduct， not to say their utterances must come first. Now that the richness and 

relevance of CaveIJ's study of voice and questions of teacher education were elucidated， 

what shall be emphasized is not a choice between produc泊gcompet巴ntfu印reeducators and 

reshaping current practitioners. Rather， rethinking the idea of teacher education itself must 

come to the fore， in a hope that it would reconstruct common understanding of educational 

practices企omwithin. The (re)acquisition ofvoice shall not be defined outside the teacher's 

engagement as voicing.百lIsdoes not intend to compete with the advocacy for raising 

competent teachers. The notion of voice， instead， leads us to ask why the question of， or a 

searching for， a good teacher is a question. A voice in a crisis is， thus， to be voicedラ heard，

and understood (or left unvoiced and山由eard，or misunderstood) as a reengagement in such 

a question. It is a voice to question the premise at which the question occurs. It is a voice to 

teach. It is a voice of a rebirth. 

Notes 

1 One of the most extreme cases， which is the most tragic， occurred on March 2010. The 

Tokyo branch of the Fund for Local Government Employees' Accident Compensation 

recognized the suicide of a newly employed teacher as an accident during duty. The decision 

was made as her fatality occurred during official dutyラ resultingfrom severe stress and 

insufficient support from her school (J.αrpan Tod，ψ，March 9ラ2010(Kyodo News)). 

2 Official name is Ministry of Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology. 

3 (2010) 2009 White Paper on Educαtion， Culture，Sports， Science and Technology (heisei 

2Jnendo monbukagakuhakusho)， 158 (in Japanese). 

4 (2010) 2009 White Paper on Education， Culture，Sports， Science and Technology (heisei 

2 J nendo monbukagakuhakusho)， 158・159(in Japanese). 

5 The Ministry ofEducation， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology (MEXT). (2010). 

Improvement ofthe Quality ofTeachers. Retrieved September 26，2010， from 

h即 ://www.mext.go.jp/engli釘 org!structlO15 .htm. 

6 According to the Ingersoll， 82% of teachers， in either elementary or secondary schools in 

Japan， eamed bachelor's degree as the highest academic diploma (Ingersoll， 2007， 11). 

7 This system has been discussed and enacted under a series of administrations of the Liberal 

Democratic Party of Japan. 
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8 Let me repeat by quoting the appearance of the term‘father-tongue'ラ butwith a broader 

context， hoping that it helps readers to have a clearer image:‘It is not enough even to be able 

to speak the language of that nation by which they are written， for there is a memorable 

interval between the spoken and the written language， the language heard and language read. 

The one is commonly transitoryヲ asound， a tongueラ adialect merely， almost brutish， and we 

learn it unconsciously， like the brutes， of our mothers. The other is the maturity and 

experience ofthat; ifthat is our mother tongue， this is our father tongue， a reserved and 

select expression， too significant to be heard by the ear， which we must be bom again in 

order to speak' (Thoreau， 1997， 92・93).

9 Some may feel puzz1ed by the use ofthe term ‘perfectionism¥百leassumed reasons are: 

(1) it is often used as psychological term， implying a person who is obsessed with the idea 

that everything has to be done-unrealistically-without tlaw， and (2) it is also referred to in 

the history ofphilosophy as the line ofthought directed toward telos. Cavell's perfectionism 

roughly rests upon the second association: however， he uniquely elaborates on the notion of 

perfection， especially in a sense thatιperfi巴ctionas perfecting with no fixed ends' (Saito， 

2005，53). This conception ofperfectionism also relates to why Cavell calls it as 

‘Emersonian'. He says:‘Emersonian Perfectionism does not imply perfectibility-nothing in 

Emerson is more constant than his scom ofthe idea that any given state ofwhat he calls the 

self is the last' (Cavell， 1990， 3). Cavell， however， does not intend to give a fixed definition 

to the term， and keeps the word 'perfection' in play. One important reason is ‘to register 

Emerson's sense . . . that each state of the self is， so to speak，日nal'(ibid.). 

10 Examples of films that belong to this ge町 eare: The Philadelphia Story (1949)， Adam 's 

Rib (1949)ラ or1t Happened One Night (1934). 
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